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Briefs

Benitez to leave Newcastle 

LONDON: Manager Rafa Benitez will leave
Newcastle United when his contract expires on June
30, the Premier League club said yesterday. Benitez,
59, was expected to depart after failing to agree a
contract extension with Newcastle owner Mike
Ashley over the last few months. With the uncertain-
ty over whether or not Ashley will sell the club
ahead of the 2019-20 campaign, there appeared to
be plenty of obstacles for both parties to overcome.
“It is with disappointment that we announce manag-
er Rafael Benitez will leave Newcastle United upon
the expiry of his contract on 30th June 2019,” the
club said in a statement. “We have worked hard to
extend Rafa’s contract over a significant period of
time, however it has not been - and will not be -
possible to reach an agreement with Rafa and his
representatives.”— Reuters

Algeria enjoy comfortable win 

CAIRO: Riyad Mahrez led Algeria to a comfortable
2-0 victory over Kenya as they opened their Africa
Cup of Nations finals campaign with a competent
display in their Group C match on Sunday. Captain
Mahrez netted the second goal just before halftime
after striker Baghdad Bounedjah had opened the
scoring with a 34th minute penalty. Midfielder
Dennis Odhiambo gave away the spot kick with an
errant tackle on Youcef Atal, who made a run down
the right wing before cutting inside and forcing the
Kenyan into a clumsy attempt to stop him. Mahrez
netted the second nine minutes later as he ghosted
unmarked into the penalty area to lash in a pass
pulled back from the byline. — Reuters

Mexico beat Martinique 

CHARLOTTE: Mexico beat Martinique 3-2 on Sunday
to reach the quarter-finals of the CONCACAF Gold
Cup as winners of Group A ahead of Canada. The
Canadians advanced with a 7-0 romp over winless
Cuba, fueled by hat-tricks from Lucas Cavallini and 19-
year-old forward Jonathan David in the first match of
the day’s double-header at Bank of America Stadium.
Heavily favored Mexico were tested by Martinique on
the way to a victory that saw them complete group play
with three wins from three matches. Uriel Antuna put
Mexico up in the 29th minute and they seemed com-
fortably in control before Kevin Parsemain curled in a
superb free kick in the 56th minute to knot the score at
1-1. Goals from Raul Jimenez and Fernando Navarro put
Mexico back in front and a late header from Jordy
Delem wasn’t enough for Martinique. — AFP 

England beat Cameroon 3-0 
through amid VAR mayhem

VALENCIENNES: England beat Cameroon 3-0 to
advance to the women’s World Cup quarter-finals on
Sunday in a match marked by remarkable scenes as the
African side twice reacted furiously to video assistant
referee (VAR) decisions that went against them, initially
refusing to restart the game.

After England’s second goal by Ellen White at the
end of the first half was initially ruled out for offside
then, rightly, allowed via VAR, several Cameroon play-
ers remonstrated with the referee, furiously pointed to
the screen in stadium which showed the replay and for
a long time refused to restart the match. VAR replays
are not shown on big screens inside the stadium though
“normal” replays were, some of which clearly seemed
to indicate to the Cameroon players that they were
being treated unjustly.

At halftime they refused to go off and join their
coach, instead staying in the centre circle in a huddle.
They thought they had pulled a goal back early in the
second half, only for VAR to again rule against them for
a marginal offside - sparking more chaotic scenes.
Players were shouting at the referee, pointing again to
the big screens, substitutes were berating the fourth
official and one player stood alone on the pitch jumping
up and down in a furious rage.

Instead of taking firm action to force the players to
restart, Chinese referee Qin Liang took an age, speak-
ing gently to them before their coach persuaded them
to kick off. The game then turned ugly with strong chal-
lenges, elbowing, an accusation of spitting and, in the
final act, an horrific tackle on England’s Steph Houghton
that, belatedly and again via VAR, earned Alexandra
Takounda a yellow card when it looked a clear red card
offence.

Furious England coach Phil Neville said what he had
seen was “not football. I came to this World Cup to be
successful and to play a part in making women’s foot-
ball globally more visible. We wanted to put on a
show,” he said. “I sat through 90 minutes of football
there and felt ashamed. I was proud of performances,

under circumstances I’ve never seen before. And I am
completely and utterly ashamed of the opposition.

“All the young boys and girls watching... and we’ve
had five, six and seven million people watching back at
home... with that kind of behavior. That’s pretty sad. At
times, we probably didn’t know whether the game
would continue. My daughter wants to be a footballer
and if she watches that she will think: ‘No, I want to
play netball’.”

Former United States goalkeeper-turned pundit
Hope Solo tried to give some balance when she sug-
gested that the Cameroon team’s lack of resources and
coaching expertise put them at a disadvantage. “We
have to try and understand that,” she told BBC Radio
5-Live. “Perhaps they weren’t even told about the rules,
the laws of the game and the evolution of the game, so
your heart has to go out a little bit to them.”

No sympathy
Their coach Alan Djeumfam, who was remarkably

restrained through the mayhem and tried hard to calm
his players, said that every decision went against his
side and that they suffered a “miscarriage of justice.”
Former England defender Neville, however, said he had
no sympathy. “Rules are rules. For the second goal,
White was onside - deal with it,” he said. 

“We’re spoken to by FIFA about 350,000 times and
in the end, the referee took pity on them. A team that
are refusing to play... I’m proud of my players for play-
ing a game of football.” England took the lead in the
14th minute when Houghton drilled the ball low from an
indirect free kick inside the penalty area, after
Cameroon goalkeeper Annette Ngo Ndom collected a
backpass from defender Augustine Ejangue.

White then scored her fourth goal of the tournament
as she collected a clever pass from Lucy Bronze to fire
home - sparking the first of the protests. Ajara Nchout
then pulled one back, only to be denied by VAR on
what looked another, albeit very tight, correct decision,
leaving her appearing distraught and fuming and her

team mates in a huddle and refusing to restart.
A then-dominant England added a third through

Alex Greenwood following a well worked corner in the
58th minute. Alongside the VAR fallout, the game was
marked by indiscipline and rash challenges throughout.
England’s Toni Duggan claimed she had been spat on
while Cameroon captain Gabrielle Onguene somehow
escaped punishment for screaming at the referee and in
the face of Houghton as she was receiving treatment on

the side of the pitch.
It was hardly the glowing advertisement for the

women’s game that FIFA had hoped for, though there
will be no shortage of publicity as a result. England will
need to quickly get over the less savoury aspect of the
match and turn their attention to what will be a far
stiffer test when they face Norway in Le Havre in the
last-eight. The Scandinavians beat Australia on penal-
ties on Saturday. —Reuters

VALENCIENNES: England’s goalkeeper Karen Bardsley (center) boxes the ball in front of Cameroonís for-
ward Alexandra Takounda (left) and England’s defender Millie Bright during the France 2019 Womenís
World Cup round of sixteen football match between England and Cameroon, on June 23, 2019. — AFP 

VAR in the spotlight as Cameroon rage at decisions

MELBOURNE: Sacked Australia fullback Israel Folau’s
crowdfunding campaign to raise money to fight his ter-
mination has been shut down by the GoFundMe plat-
form, with more than A$750,000 ($487,000) to be
returned to thousands of donors. Folau launched his
GoFundMe page on Friday, appealing for A$3 million
he said he needed for a potentially long legal battle
against Rugby Australia (RA) and his former Super
Rugby team New South Wales Waratahs.

RA and the Waratahs tore up Folau’s four-year con-
tract last month after the fundamentalist Christian was
found guilty of a “high-level breach” of RA’s code of
conduct for posting on social media that hell awaits
homosexuals and other groups. GoFundMe Australia’s
regional manager Nicola Britton said the crowdfunding
platform was “absolutely committed to the fight for
equality for LGBTIQ people” and that Folau’s campaign
had breached their terms of service.

“While we welcome GoFundMes engaging in
diverse civil debate, we do not tolerate the promotion
of discrimination or exclusion,” Britton said in a state-
ment yesterday. “Today we will be closing Israel Folau’s

campaign and issuing full refunds to all donors.” A
spokesman for Folau said the decision was “very disap-
pointing.” “Unfortunately, GoFundMe has buckled to
demands against the freedom of Australians to donate
to his cause,” the spokesman said. “There appears to be
a continuing campaign of discrimination against Israel
and his supporters.”

The spokesman added that several organizations had
already expressed interest in supporting Folau’s
fundraising efforts. Folau’s GoFundMe page raised over
A$250,000 from more than 2,500 donors within 12
hours of its launch, despite criticism raining down on
the 30-year-old on social media, including from former
Wallabies team mate Drew Mitchell. GoFundMe’s deci-
sion drew praise from LGBT groups on social media
and criticism from conservative Christians.

“The haters and Christophobes have forced Israel
Folau’s church into hiding and GoFundMe appears to
have closed his account, in the usual illiberal way of
woke corporates,” Miranda Devine, a conservative
columnist for Sydney’s Daily Telegraph, tweeted. The
controversy over Folau’s page also enveloped his wife
Maria Folau, a professional netballer, who was pilloried
for supporting her husband’s GoFundMe campaign on
social media. Netball SA, the governing body of the
sport in South Australia state, issued a statement on
Sunday saying she had not breached their social media
policy.

Folau’s spokesman noted the “attacks” on his wife.
“While Israel does not intend to respond in detail at
this time regarding the accusations thrown at him or his
family he wants it known that these attacks have hard-
ened his resolve,” the spokesman said. Folau announced
earlier this month that he had begun legal proceedings
against RA and the Waratahs at the Fair Work
Commission, an industrial tribunal, casting the action as
the pursuit of his “right to religious freedom”. Folau’s
contract, signed late last year, was worth a reported
A$5 million.— Reuters

CHARLOTTE: Mexico’s Fernando Navarro celebrates
his goal against Martinique during their CONCACAF
Gold Cup group stage football match at Bank of
America Stadium in Charlotte. — AFP 
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LONDON: Pakistan find themselves “alive and kick-
ing” in the World Cup despite a disastrous start as
coach Mickey Arthur warned his unpredictable team
were still gunning for the semi-finals. The 1992 cham-
pions were on the brink of elimination after losing
three of their first five games, including a bruising
defeat to arch-rivals India. 

But Sunday’s 49-run win over South Africa has
kept alive Pakistan’s chances of qualifying for the last
four. They now need to win their remaining three
matches against New Zealand, Afghanistan and
Bangladesh, and hope other results go their way. New
Zealand are top of the 10-team table ahead of
Australia, India and England, followed by Sri Lanka,
Bangladesh with Pakistan in seventh place. 

However, England, smarting from their upset
against Sri Lanka, will be out of the running for the
last four if they lose their remaining three games
against Australia, India and New Zealand. Even table-
toppers New Zealand can lose their last three and not
qualify - a scenario that is giving Pakistan hope. “We
are alive and kicking, without a doubt,” said Arthur.
“Yes, we are banking on other teams doing us a favor.
It probably is - but we’ve got to win three games.”

Arthur said Pakistan, who stunned England earlier
in the tournament, can beat any team if they play to
their potential. “When we play our best game, we can
beat anybody. Whether that’s New Zealand,
Afghanistan, Bangladesh, our remaining games, or
England, we showed. “We put our three disciplines
together, we are as good as any team in this competi-
tion. We are very firmly in the World Cup. We win our
next three games, we’ll qualify.”

Arthur said his players came out fighting after their
defeat to India in Manchester last week. “Our boys
hurt, all of us hurt, incredibly. Guys didn’t sleep much,
but they came to the training every day and put in
(hard work) in order to try and turn it around, and we
got some just reward against South Africa.” —AFP 

LONDON: Are England just a bunch of “flat-track bul-
lies”? That’s the uncomfortable question facing Eoin
Morgan’s side as they look to get their World Cup cam-
paign back on track against arch-rivals Australia.
Today’s match at Lord’s was always going to be a
showpiece occasion, but it has been given added spice
by England’s 20-run loss to Sri Lanka. 

Faced with a relatively modest target of 233 on a
tricky Headingley pitch, England slumped to 212 all out.
Despite their second defeat of the pool phase following
an earlier loss to Pakistan, the tournament hosts
remained in the top four and on course for a semi-final
spot. But England, bidding to win the World Cup for the
first time, cannot afford many more slip-ups in their
remaining pool fixtures against fellow title contenders
Australia, India and New Zealand - teams they have not
defeated at a World Cup since 1992. 

England’s rise to the top of the one-day international
rankings since their woeful first-round exit at the 2015
World Cup has been based on aggressive batting. They
have twice posted a world record score at this level in
the intervening four years, including the current mark of
481-6 against Australia at Trent Bridge just over 12
months ago.

‘Dumb cricket’
Doubts, however, persist about England’s ability to

bat in less than ideal conditions for shot-making. Their
problems were summed up against Sri Lanka when
Moeen Ali marked his 100th ODI by hitting a six, only
to try to repeat the shot next ball and hole out to leave
England 170-6. Former England captain Michael
Vaughan was unimpressed, writing in Britain’s Daily
Telegraph: “He (Moeen) was there to win the game but
it was dumb cricket taking on the man at long off hav-
ing just hit the ball for six.” According to research by
cricket statisticians CricViz, on the 11 toughest one-day
pitches for batting England have played on since losing
to Pakistan in the 2017 semi-finals of the Champions
Trophy on a slow Cardiff surface, they have lost five.

By contrast, on the 11 best pitches for batting they

have played on since then, Morgan’s men have won
nine. England’s problems have been compounded by
the absence of Jason Roy from their past two matches,
with a torn hamstring threatening to sideline the in-
form opener from the Australia clash as well. Yet while
former players such as Vaughan bemoaned England’s
lack of nous against Sri Lanka, Jos Buttler said the
problem was they were not aggressive enough.

“I think we were a little bit passive as a group,” said
the usually big-hitting Buttler, who made just 10 before
becoming the last of four wickets for veteran paceman
Lasith Malinga. “That doesn’t just mean hitting fours
and sixes, that means showing intensity and trying to
put pressure back on the bowlers,” he said. By contrast,
Australia have been buoyed by the productive opening
partnership between captain Aaron Finch and David
Warner and are second in the table after five wins from
six matches.

Mitchell Starc is the joint-leading wicket-taker at the
World Cup - his tally of 15 putting him level with fellow
pacemen Jofra Archer (England) and Mohammad Amir
(Pakistan) - but Australia’s bowling in support of the
left-armer has looked vulnerable. Allan Border,
Australia’s captain when they beat England in the 1987
World Cup final in Kolkata, believes it will be the
bowlers who are decisive. “The game will be won and
lost in the bowling,” he wrote in an ICC column. “If
Australia can hold their ground against the onslaught
and put pressure back on England, that’ll be key.”—AFP 

England’s World 
Cup nerve faces 
Australia test

LONDON: Australia’s Steve Smith (left) and Alex Carey
take part in fielding practice during a training session
at Lord’s Cricket Ground in London yesterday. — AFP 

‘Alive and kicking’- 
Pakistan eye unlikely
World Cup survival


